
Sermon – Sept. 13, 2015 – Prov. 1: 20-33; James 3: 1-12 

Like me, many of you were raised with the proverb, “if you can’t say anything nice, 

don’t say anything at all.” Today, various alternatives of the saying are actually in 

common use, like “if you can’t say anything nice, come sit next to me!” Or, “if you can’t 

say anything nice, make sure you have a good lawyer.” Or one I recently heard on a 

TV talk show, “if you can’t say anything nice, say it in Yiddish!” 

I must confess that I get pretty jaded about it all. I am becoming more and more 

sensitive and aware that we are living in a culture where we are surrounded by words 

that I think Jesus and James would have considered “lethal.” It seems that there is no 

part of our society that is not infected with the poison of harmful and hateful words. 

Even the church.  

But the Bible makes it very clear that words are powerful, and that we must respect 

that power. One of the common themes in the book of Proverbs concerns the contrast 

between the speech of the wise and that of the unwise. Consider these few golden 

gems: 

· The mouth of the righteous is a fountain of life, but the mouth of the wicked conceals 

violence. (Prov. 10:11) 

· When words are many, transgression is not lacking, but the prudent are restrained in 

speech. (Prov. 10:19,) 

· Whoever belittles another lacks sense, but an intelligent person remains silent. (Prov. 

11:12) 



· Those who guard their mouths preserve their lives, but those who open wide their lips 

come to ruin. (Prov. 13:3) 

· The mind of the righteous ponders how to answer, but the mouth of the wicked pours 

out evil. (Prov. 15:28) 

Such wisdom seems completely foreign to today’s society—in fact it seems completely 

opposite from the commonly accepted practice of our day! 

In our text for this morning, wisdom is personified as a woman crying out in the streets 

for anyone who will be wise enough to listen. I’m afraid that’s part of our problem these 

days—we really don’t want to listen to anybody else. But “Lady Wisdom” in Proverbs 

makes it clear that we will never hear and heed the truth as long as we’re running our 

mouth; to listen properly we have to be silent! 

Not surprisingly, James elaborates on this theme at great length. It can be argued that 

James’ whole thesis in his letter is “let everyone be quick to listen, slow to speak, slow 

to anger”. In our lesson for today, James elaborates on being “slow to speak.” He 

clearly thinks of words as having great power to destroy. For example, James says that 

the tongue is “a restless evil, full of deadly poison”. In Mark 7 there is an interesting 

parallel to what James is telling us in Jesus’ comment that it’s what comes out of your 

mouth that defiles you, not what you put into it; James says that the tongue “corrupts 

the whole person”. Most of us can bear witness to the way in which words can literally 

destroy our whole lives and the lives of those around us. Once unleashed, harmful 

words are like a spark that ignites a fire and consumes a whole forest. Words of anger, 

where we say what we will very likely regret; words of gossip, where we say what may 



very well be true but ought not be said; words of slander, where we say what we know 

to be false simply to tear someone down; words of abuse, where we tell someone in 

effect “you’re worthless”, in order to cause them pain. Harmful words like these “set the 

whole course of one’s life on fire”.  

I think we have ample evidence around us to verify James’ assertion that our words 

have the potential to be lethal. I think it’s high time we put our words to better use—the 

use for which they are intended. Not only are our words intended to “bless” God, they 

are also intended to bless others!  In Ephesians 4:29, Paul says that we should speak 

“only what is useful for building up, as there is need, so that your words may give grace 

to those who hear”. Our words ought to be healing words; they ought to bring grace 

and peace; they should build up and not tear down, heal rather than kill, encourage 

rather than discourage. Then we can truly join the Psalmist in praying, “Let the words 

of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable to you, O Lord, my Rock 

and my Redeemer”. 

AMEN 

 

 


